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Realizations of gauge theories in setups
of quantum synthetic matter open up the
possibility of probing salient exotic phe-
nomena in condensed matter and high-
energy physics, along with potential ap-
plications in quantum information and sci-
ence technologies. In light of the impres-
sive ongoing efforts to achieve such real-
izations, a fundamental question regarding
quantum link model regularizations of lat-
tice gauge theories is how faithfully they
capture the quantum field theory limit of
gauge theories. Recent work [Zache, Van
Damme, Halimeh, Hauke, and Banerjee,
Phys. Rev. D 106, L091502 (2022)] has
shown through analytic derivations, exact
diagonalization, and infinite matrix prod-
uct state calculations that the low-energy
physics of 1+1D U(1) quantum link models
approaches the quantum field theory limit
already at small link spin length S. Here,
we show that the approach to this limit
also lends itself to the far-from-equilibrium
quench dynamics of lattice gauge theo-
ries, as demonstrated by our numerical
simulations of the Loschmidt return rate
and the chiral condensate in infinite ma-
trix product states, which work directly
in the thermodynamic limit. Similar to
our findings in equilibrium that show a dis-
tinct behavior between half-integer and in-
teger link spin lengths, we find that crit-
icality emerging in the Loschmidt return
rate is fundamentally different between
half-integer and integer spin quantum link
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models in the regime of strong electric-
field coupling. Our results further affirm
that state-of-the-art finite-size ultracold-
atom and NISQ-device implementations of
quantum link lattice gauge theories have
the real potential to simulate their quan-
tum field theory limit even in the far-from-
equilibrium regime.
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1 Introduction

In today’s impressive level of control and preci-
sion in quantum synthetic matter (QSM) [1, 2,
3, 4], the quest for realizing complex quantum
many-body systems on state-of-the-art quantum
simulators has been gaining a lot of traction. Ex-
otic phenomena that had been confined to the
theoretical realm just a few years ago, have re-
cently been observed experimentally such as dy-
namical phase transitions [5, 6, 7], prethermaliza-
tion [8, 9, 10], many-body localization [11, 12, 13],
many-body dephasing [14], topological spin liq-
uids [15], the ground state of the toric code [16],
and discrete time crystalline order [17].

This advancement in QSM has also recently
facilitated a flurry of experimental realizations
of lattice gauge theories (LGTs) [18, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27], which are particularly at-
tractive to investigate in such setups for several
reasons [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. From a
physics point of view, gauge theories are funda-
mental descriptions of interactions between ele-
mentary particles as mediated by gauge bosons,
and they give rise to many fascinating salient
features [36, 37, 38]. The latter arise due to
local constraints that are the principal prop-
erty of gauge theories and that must be satisfied
at every point in space and time. This gauge
invariance is manifest as, e.g., Gauss’s law in
quantum electrodynamics (QED), which is what
leads to a massless photon and a long-ranged
Coulomb law. Furthermore, intriguing salient
features from a condensed matter perspective also
arise in LGTs, such as quantum many-body scars
[39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44] and disorder-free local-
ization [45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54],
which are newly discovered paradigms of ergod-
icity breaking even in certain cases when the un-
derlying model is itself ergodic. From a techno-
logical point of view, the reliability and stabil-
ity of gauge invariance is crucial in modern QSM
realizations of LGTs involving both matter and
gauge degrees of freedom, where gauge-breaking
errors are unavoidable due to the plethora of lo-
cal constraints to be controlled. This has led
to various theoretical works on schemes to sta-
bilize gauge invariance in such implementations
[55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 62, 64, 65, 66,
67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76]. As such,
not only do QSM realizations of LGTs permit the
possibility of addressing questions in condensed

matter and high-energy physics on easily accessi-
ble low-energy table-top devices, they also further
push forward the technological level of precision
and control in QSM platforms.

Beyond the reliable implementation of gauge
invariance, there is the issue of whether quan-
tum link model (QLM) [28, 77] regularizations of
LGTs do indeed retrieve the physics of gauge the-
ories in the quantum field theory limit. In QLMs,
the Hilbert space of the U(1) Abelian gauge
fields is regularized by representing them with
quantum spin-S operators of finite-dimensional
Hilbert spaces. This approximation is very well-
suited for current QSM experiments, which are
limited in terms of both total Hilbert space and
volume. Even though there has recently been
works showing that QLM regularizations of lat-
tice gauge theories achieve the quantum field the-
ory limit at relatively small link spin length and
system size in equilibrium [78, 79], exactly how
much QLMs need to scale in the local Hilbert
space of the gauge link (parametrized by the link
spin length S), the lattice spacing a, and vol-
ume in order to achieve this limit in the far-from-
equilibrium regime has remained an open ques-
tion. Given the recent advancement in large-
scale QSM implementations of U(1) quantum
link models [26] including experiments on their
quench dynamics [27], it is crucial to investi-
gate this question in order to understand how
faithfully such experiments can model true high-
energy physics phenomena.

In this work, we consider the paradigmatic
spin-S U(1) QLM in 1 + 1D to address this
question. We show through exact diagonaliza-
tion and infinite matrix product state calcula-
tions that quench dynamics of the return rate and
chiral condensate in this model rapidly approach
both the Wilson–Kogut–Susskind (S → ∞) and
continuum (a → 0) limits in various parameter
regimes already at small values of the link spin
length S. In fact, we find that the Wilson–Kogut–
Susskind (WKS) limit is already achievable at
relatively small S . 4 up to all accessible evo-
lution times in all considered regimes. We also
show that the approach to the thermodynamic
limit can be quite fast in certain gauge supers-
election sectors and parameter regimes. An ex-
perimentally relevant conclusion from our work
is that in the weak electric-field coupling regime,
the WKS limit leads to quench dynamics show-
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ing great quantitative agreement across different
choices of the target gauge superselection sector
and independently of whether S is half-integer or
integer. Our results indicate that current QSM
implementations of LGTs are not so far away from
probing the quantum field theory limit of gauge
theories as initially feared.

The rest of our paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. 2, we introduce the 1+1D spin-S U(1) QLM
and the quench protocol we employ. In Secs. 3
and 4, we present our main numerical results on
the approach of the quench dynamics to the WKS
and continuum limits, respectively. We conclude
in Sec. 5. Our main results are supplemented with
Appendix A, in which we review the particle-hole
transformation employed in our model Hamilto-
nian, and with Appendix B, where we provide
and discuss the ground-state phase diagram of
the spin-S U(1) QLM.

2 Model and quench protocol
We consider the spin-S U(1) QLM given by the
Hamiltonian [59, 63, 80]

Ĥ =− J

2a
√
S(S + 1)

L−1∑
j=1

(
σ̂−j ŝ

+
j,j+1σ̂

−
j+1 + H.c.

)
+ µ

2

L∑
j=1

σ̂z
j + g2a

2

L−1∑
j=1

(
ŝz

j,j+1
)2
, (1)

where the matter field at site j is represented by
Pauli matrices in the form of ladder operators
σ̂±j and occupation operator n̂j = (σ̂z

j + 1)/2,
and the gauge and electric fields on the link con-
necting matter sites j and j + 1 are represented
by the spin-S operators ŝ±j,j+1 and ŝz

j,j+1, respec-
tively. The total number of matter sites is de-
noted by L, and the lattice spacing is a. The
coupling strength of the electric field is denoted
by g, whereas the mass of the matter field is in-
dicated by µ. We will set the energy scale J = 1
throughout the paper. The local generator of the
U(1) gauge symmetry of Hamiltonian (1) is

Ĝj = (−1)j(n̂j + ŝz
j−1,j + ŝz

j,j+1
)
, (2)

where gauge invariance is encoded in the commu-
tation relation

[
Ĥ, Ĝj

]
= 0, ∀j. The eigenvalues

qj of Ĝj , known as background charges, are inte-
gers and range from −2(−1)jS to (−1)j(2S + 1).
A set of these eigenvalues over volume defines a

gauge superselection sector q = (q1, q2, . . . , qL).
Furthermore, we note that here we have employed
a particle-hole transformation to get the forms of
Eqs. (1) and (2), the details of which can be found
in Appendix A. We also provide and discuss the
phase diagram of the spin-S U(1) QLM in Ap-
pendix B. In the limits of S → ∞ and a → 0,
Hamiltonian (1) describes quantum electrody-
namics in 1+1D, known as the Schwinger model.
We are interested in investigating the approach of
quench dynamics under Eq. (1) to both these lim-
its, particularly since state-of-the-art large-scale
cold-atom experimental realizations [26, 27] are
mostly feasible at finite-S and finite-a represen-
tations.

Within the chosen physical sector qtar =
(qtar

1 , qtar
2 , . . . , qtar

L ), we prepare our system in the
ground state |ψ0〉 of Eq. (1) at an initial value
µi = J of the mass, and then quench to a final
value of µf = −J . This type of quench is moti-
vated by interpreting a change of the sign of the
fermion mass µ↔ −µ as a change of the topolog-
ical angle θ by π. The topological θ angle is re-
sponsible for a term ∝ (θ−π)

∑
j(−1)j ŝz

j,j+1 that
can explicitly break the global Z2 symmetry of
the spin-S U(1) QLM (1), which can in turn give
rise to intriguing phenomena in this model such as
confinement [56, 40]. In Ref. [81], quenches of this
θ-angle were studied in the massive Schwinger
model as a toy model for the relaxation of the
analogous term ∝ θQCD in (3 + 1)−D quantum
chromodynamics (QCD). In one elegant explana-
tion [82], the experimental fact that θQCD ≈ 0
is explained in terms of a dynamical field, the
“axion”; quenching θ is thus interpreted as an in-
stantaneous change of this axion field. In contrast
to [81], where the case θ = π → 0 (or equiva-
lently −µ < 0 → µ > 0) was studied, we focus
in this article on the reverse quench. However,
and as we explain in Appendix B, performing
our quench as such in the superselection sector
qj = 0, ∀j, is equivalent to the quench θ = π → 0
in the superselection sector qj = (−1)j , and vice
versa, because these two sectors are related by a
particle-hole transformation.

In the wake of this quench, we are interested
in the ensuing dynamics of the Loschmidt return
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rate [83, 84] and chiral condensate

r(t) = − lim
L→∞

1
L

log
∣∣ 〈ψ0|ψ(t)〉

∣∣2, (3a)

n(t) = 1
L

L∑
j=1
〈ψ(t)| n̂j |ψ(t)〉 , (3b)

respectively, with |ψ(t)〉 = e−iĤt |ψ0〉, where Ĥ
is Eq. (1) at µ = µf. Note that here we are us-
ing both these quantities to assess convergence
to the quantum field theory limit of the underly-
ing U(1) gauge theory. Even though we calculate
the dynamics of the Loschmidt return rate (3a),
our work is not intended as an exhaustive study
of dynamical quantum phase transitions in gauge
theories [85, 81].

In the following, we present our numerical re-
sults obtained in part from the infinite matrix
product state (iMPS) technique based on the
time-dependent variational principle [86, 87, 88],
which works directly in the thermodynamic limit,
and also from exact diagonalization (ED) codes
that we have built for the purposes of benchmark-
ing and finite-size analysis. Both our ED [89]
and iMPS [90] codes utilize the gauge symmetry
of Hamiltonian (1), working directly in the rel-
evant target superselection sector and therefore
allowing us to reach larger sizes in ED and longer
evolution times in iMPS. In the latter, we find
that convergence of our results is achieved at a
maximal bond dimension of Dmax = 350 and a
time-step of δt = 0.001/J for our most stringent
calculations.

3 Wilson–Kogut–Susskind limit S →
∞

Let us first fix the lattice spacing to a = 1, and
study the effect of increasing the link spin length
S on the dynamics of the return rate (3a) and
chiral condensate (3b). We will carry out this
analysis in three different gauge superselection
sectors corresponding to qj = 0, 1, 2, ∀j, where
in each of these we will consider both the weak
and strong electric-field coupling regimes. The
reason we choose the first two target sectors is
because they are the largest ones, while the third
is chosen to further demonstrate the generality of
our results.

3.1 Target sector qtar
j = 0

We will now consider dynamics only within the
superselection sector qtar

j = 0, ∀j, i.e., in the com-
mon eigenbasis {|En〉} of Ĥ and Ĝj such that
Ĥ |En〉 = En |En〉, we will consider only eigen-
states satisfying Ĝj |En〉 = 0, ∀j.

3.1.1 Weak-coupling regime

Let us first consider the weak-coupling regime
and fix the electric-field coupling strength to
g = 0.1

√
J . Preparing our system in the ground

states of Hamiltonian (1) at µ = J and suddenly
quenching to µ = −J , the ensuing quench dy-
namics of the return rate (3a) and chiral conden-
sate (3b) are shown in Fig. 1 for half-integer and
integer link spin length S.

Focusing first on the quench dynamics of the
return rate (3a), we see in Fig. 1(a,b) that for
both half-integer S and integer S, respectively,
there is very fast convergence to the WKS limit,
with the case of integer S showing slightly faster
convergence. Note that in both cases we have
only used values of S ≤ 4, which comprise rel-
atively small local Hilbert spaces for the gauge
fields. Furthermore, there is excellent quantita-
tive agreement between half-integer and integer
S near the converged limit, as indicated by the
reference dotted black line for the return rate at
S = 4 in Fig. 1(a) and that for the return rate at
S = 7/2 in Fig. 1(b). The return rate is a global
quantity, and its rapid convergence with S to the
WKS limit indicates that local observables should
behave similarly or even better. Indeed, we find
that this is also the case when we look at the
quench dynamics of the chiral condensate (3b) in
Fig. 1(c,d) in the case of half-integer and inte-
ger S, respectively. Once again, we find that the
case of integer S is slightly faster. As with the
return rate, we find excellent quantitative agree-
ment in the quench dynamics of the chiral con-
densate between half-integer and integer S in the
WKS limit. In Fig. 1(c,d), we overlay the corre-
sponding chiral-condensate quench dynamics for
S = 4 and S = 7/2, respectively, where it shows
great agreement with the WKS-limit converged
results of half-integer and integer S, respectively;
see dotted black lines. This can be explained by
noting that at small g2 � 1, quantum fluctua-
tions wash out the detailed “low-energy” structure
of the link operators, and therefore the difference
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 1: (Color online). Quench dynamics in the spin-S U(1) quantum link model (1) in the weak-coupling regime
with g = 0.1

√
J and a = 1, starting in the ground state of Hamiltonian (1) at µ = J within the superselection

sector qtar
j = 0, ∀j, and quenching the mass to µ = −J . The results are obtained from the infinite matrix product

state technique. Time evolution of (a,b) the return rate (3a) and (c,d) the chiral condensate (3b) both show fast
convergence for (a,c) half-integer and (b,d) integer link spin length S, although the case of integer S shows overall
faster convergence than the case of half-integer S. Both the converged return rate and the chiral condensate show
good quantitative agreement for half-integer and integer S, as evidenced by the dotted black lines for S = 4 in
(a,c) [taken respectively from (b,d)] and for S = 7/2 in (b,d) [taken respectively from (a,c)]. The approach to
the thermodynamic limit in the quench dynamics of the chiral condensate in the weak-coupling regime for link spin
lengths (e) S = 7/2 and (f) S = 4. The finite-size results are obtained from exact diagonalization, while those in
the thermodynamic limit are calculated using the infinite matrix product state technique. In this target sector, we
see much faster convergence to the thermodynamic limit for integer than for half-integer S.

between the cases of half-integer and integer S is
no longer significant.

These results indicate that in the weak-
coupling regime, we are able to achieve the WKS
limit already at small values of S, and the be-
havior exhibits little dependence on whether S is
integer or half-integer. It is interesting now to
investigate in ED how fast the quench dynamics
converges to the thermodynamic limit in which
iMPS directly works. In this vein, we focus on
the quench dynamics of the chiral condensate for
S = 7/2 and S = 4 in Fig. 1(e,f), respectively, for
various finite system sizes denoted by the num-
ber of matter sites L (ED) and in the thermody-
namic limit L→∞ (iMPS). For the case of half-
integer S, we find that the convergence to the
thermodynamic limit is considerably slower than

that of integer S. Indeed, whereas for S = 7/2
we do not see convergence to the thermodynamic
limit already at early times for finite QLMs with
L = 12 matter sites, the chiral condensate in
the case of S = 4 shows very good convergence
to the thermodynamic limit already for L = 12
matter sites over most accessible evolution times.
This is encouraging news for modern QSM im-
plementations of LGTs restricted to a few build-
ing blocks [24, 25], because our results indicate
that within current accessible experimental life-
times the WKS and thermodynamic limits can
be achieved with a relatively small integer link
spin length and a few matter sites.
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(e) (f)

Figure 2: (Color online). Same as Fig. 1 but in the strong electric-field coupling regime with g = 2
√
J . Compared

to the weak-coupling regime, convergence to the Wilson–Kogut–Susskind limit is slightly slower for the case of half-
integer S (a,c) although still relatively quite good, and significantly faster for the case of integer S (b,d). Indeed,
in the latter case, we find that the return rate and condensate for S = 1 is quantitatively almost identical to their
counterparts for S = 4 over most accessible evolution times. The return rate and chiral condensate for S = 7/2
are vastly different from their counterparts for S = 4, as indicated by the reference dotted black lines in (a-d),
which represent the corresponding dynamics for S = 4 in (a,c) and for S = 7/2 in (b,d). The convergence to the
thermodynamic limit is significantly slower than in the case of the weak-coupling regime, see Fig. 1 (e,f), for both
half-integer and integer S.

3.1.2 Strong-coupling regime

We now repeat this quench in the strong electric-
field coupling regime, setting g = 2

√
J . The cor-

responding results for the return rate and chi-
ral condensate for half-integer and integer S are
shown in Fig. 2. Similarly to the case of the weak-
coupling regime, we see very rapid convergence to
the WKS limit in the quench dynamics of the re-
turn rate already at small values of half-integer
and integer S, as shown in Fig. 2(a,b), respec-
tively. This convergence is particularly fast for
the case of integer S, where already it occurs at
S = 1 throughout most of the accessible evolu-
tion times. A main difference from the weak-
coupling regime is that now the dynamics for half-
integer and integer S agree neither quantitatively
nor qualitatively. This can be seen by the dotted
black lines in Fig. 2(a,b) for the return rate at

S = 4 and S = 7/2, respectively.

The same picture repeats itself in the quench
dynamics of the chiral condensate, shown in
Fig. 2(c,d) for the case of half-integer and inte-
ger S, respectively. Here, too, the WKS limit
is achieved rapidly already at small half-integer
and integer S, albeit in the latter case the conver-
gence is much faster, with already S = 1 achiev-
ing this limit for all accessible evolution times.
This can be explained by noting that at large
g2 � 1, quantum fluctuations are suppressed,
and the low-energy structure of the link opera-
tors is now revealed. In the case of integer S,
the zero-eigenvalue state of the electric-field op-
erator ŝz

j,j+1 dominates at any S, which leads
to fast convergence to the WKS limit already
at integer S & 1. Even though the chiral con-
densate behaves qualitatively the same for half-
integer and integer spin, quantitatively they are
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3: (Color online). Quench dynamics of the spin-S U(1) quantum link model (1) starting in its ground state at
µ = J and quenching the mass to a final value µ = −J in the weak-coupling regime at g = 0.1

√
J within the gauge

superselection sector qtar
j = (−1)j . Similarly to the corresponding case of the superselection sector qtar

j = 0 shown
in Fig. 1, (a,b) the return rate and (c,d) the chiral condensate show very fast convergence to the Wilson–Kogut–
Susskind limit for both (a,c) half-integer and (b,d) integer link spin length S, with the latter showing slightly faster
convergence. Furthermore, the return rate and chiral condensate for S = 7/2 and S = 4 show excellent quantitative
agreement over all accessible evolution times, as indicated by the reference dotted black lines in (a-d), which represent
the corresponding dynamics for S = 4 in (a,c) and for S = 7/2 in (b,d). The main difference from the corresponding
case of the superselection sector qtar

j = 0 shown in Fig. 1 is the convergence to the thermodynamic limit, where here
the latter is approached much faster in the quench dynamics of the chiral condensate for (e) half-integer S rather
than (f) integer S. The finite-size results are obtained from exact diagonalization.

much different, with the reference dotted black
lines again highlighting this. This is again at-
tributed to quantum fluctuations, which are not
as suppressed in the case of half-integer S.

As such, we see that in the target superse-
lection sector qtar

j = 0, ∀j, the WKS limit is
very rapidly achieved even in the strong-coupling
regime. We turn now to the approach to the
thermodynamic limit of the quench dynamics of
the chiral condensate, shown in Fig. 2(e,f) for the
cases of S = 7/2 and S = 4, respectively. In both
cases, we see a rather slow approach to the ther-
modynamic limit at intermediate to late evolu-
tion times, although at early times the largest sys-
tem sizes that we employ in ED (L = 8, 12 matter
sites) show rather good convergence to the ther-
modynamic limit. Therefore, we conclude that in
this superselection sector the convergence to the

thermodynamic limit of our considered quenched
dynamics is slow in the strong-coupling regime
compared to the case of weak coupling, where
there at least for integer S the convergence to
the thermodynamic limit is very good.

3.2 Target sector qtar
j = (−1)j

We now repeat the numerical calculations of
Sec. 3.1 in a different gauge superselection sec-
tor. We now choose the target sector to be qtar

j =
(−1)j , i.e., we consider the Hilbert subspace of
eigenstates satisfying Ĝj |En〉 = (−1)j |En〉.

3.2.1 Weak-coupling regime

We first consider the case of weak electric-field
coupling and set g = 0.1

√
J . The correspond-

ing quench dynamics of the return rate and chi-
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4: (Color online). Same as Fig. 3 but in the strong-coupling regime with g = 2
√
J . As in all our results so

far, we see very fast convergence to the Wilson–Kogut–Susskind limit for (a,b) the return rate and (c,d) the chiral
condensate in the case of (a,c) half-integer and (b,d) integer link spin length S. Similarly to the corresponding case
in the target sector qtar

j = 0 of Fig. 2, also in this superselection sector qtar
j = (−1)j the convergence to the Wilson–

Kogut–Susskind limit is strikingly fast for integer S, where (b) the return rate and (d) the chiral condensate seem
to achieve this limit already at S = 1. Also here, we find that there is large quantitative disagreement between half-
integer and integer S, as indicated by the reference dotted black lines, which represent the corresponding dynamics for
S = 4 in (a,c) and for S = 7/2 in (b,d). However, differently from the corresponding case in the target sector qtar

j = 0,
in this target sector qtar

j = (−1)j the convergence to the thermodynamic limit is very fast for both half-integer and
integer S, as shown in the quench dynamics of the chiral condensate in (e,f), respectively.

ral condensate are presented in Fig. 3. The time
evolution of the return rate approaches the WKS
limit very rapidly for the small values of S ≤ 4 we
consider, as shown in Fig. 3(a,b) for half-integer
and integer S, respectively. We also find that in
the WKS limit, the quench dynamics of the re-
turn rate are quantitatively identical whether S
is half-integer or integer. This can be seen by the
dotted black lines in Fig. 3(a,b) representing the
return rate for S = 4 and S = 7/2, respectively.

Turning to the chiral-condensate quench dy-
namics in Fig. 3(c,d) for half-integer and integer
S, we deduce the same conclusions. The WKS
limit is achieved over the small values of S we
consider, and there is great quantitative agree-
ment in this limit between the case of half-integer
and integer S, as indicated by the reference dot-
ted black lines representing the chiral condensate

for S = 4 and S = 7/2, respectively.
Therefore, we see that little has changed in

terms of the approach to the WKS limit by chang-
ing the target sector from the superselection sec-
tor qtar

j = 0 to qtar
j = (−1)j . However, when

it comes to the approach to the thermodynamic
limit, it turns out that here the case of half-
integer S fares much better than its integer coun-
terpart, as can be seen in Fig. 3(e,f). The ED
calculations of the quench dynamics of the chi-
ral condensate in the case of half-integer S shows
excellent convergence to the thermodynamic limit
up to very long evolution times already at L = 12
matter sites in Fig. 3(e). In the case of integer S,
on the other hand, this convergence occurs only
at early times after which deviations become sig-
nificant, see Fig. 3(f).

Interestingly, we find that the quench dynamics
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of the return rate and chiral condensate in Figs. 3
and 1 show great quantitative agreement in the
WKS limit. This seems to indicate that at least in
the weak-coupling regime, the quench dynamics
in the WKS limit is independent of the choice of
target superselection sector between qj = 0 and
qj = (−1)j , and does not depend on whether S
is half-integer or integer.

3.2.2 Strong-coupling regime

We now repeat this quench in the strong-coupling
regime at g = 2

√
J , the results of which are

shown in Fig. 4. As in every case we have con-
sidered so far, we see very fast convergence to
the WKS limit in the quench dynamics of the re-
turn rate (3a) for both half-integer and integer
S, as shown in Fig. 4(a,b), respectively. The con-
vergence is again extremely rapid for integer S,
where we see in Fig. 4(b) that already at S = 1
the WKS limit is achieved for all accessible evo-
lution times. Similar to other cases in the strong-
coupling regime, the quench dynamics of the re-
turn rate is very different depending on whether
S is half-integer or integer. This is made clear
by overlaying the return rate for S = 4 (dotted
black line) in Fig. 4(a), showing how it vastly dif-
fers from the WKS limit in the case of the half-
integer S.

This picture is confirmed through the quench
dynamics of the chiral condensate (3b) in
Fig. 4(c,d) for both half-integer and integer S,
respectively. In both cases, the WKS limit is
quickly achieved within our small values of S,
with the integer case already converging to that
limit at S = 1. As expected, the chiral conden-
sate for S = 4, depicted by a dotted black line in
Fig. 4(c), is drastically different from its counter-
part for half-integer S.

We now investigate the approach to the ther-
modynamic limit in Fig. 4(e,f) for half-integer
and integer S, respectively. We find that in
both cases, the convergence to this limit is ex-
cellent, with the finite-size result at L = 12 mat-
ter sites, obtained from ED, faithfully reproduc-
ing the result in the thermodynamic limit, ob-
tained from iMPS, over most of the accessible
evolution times. This is sharp contrast to the
strong-coupling regime for the superselection sec-
tor qtar

j = 0, see Fig. 2(e,f), where the approach to
the thermodynamic limit is quite slow regardless
of whether S is half-integer or integer.

3.3 Target sector qtar
j = 2(−1)j

We now consider a third and final target superse-
lection sector, which is qtar

j = 2(−1)j . This means
that we will consider only the Hilbert subspace of
eigenstates satisfying Ĝj |En〉 = 2(−1)j |En〉.

3.3.1 Weak-coupling regime

The quench dynamics of the return rate and chi-
ral condensate within this target superselection
sector in the weak-coupling regime are shown in
Fig. 5. As in all cases considered so far, the con-
vergence to the WKS limit is very fast over the
small values of S we consider in our numerical
simulations, and this is evident in the quench
dynamics of the return rate in Fig. 5(a,b) and
the chiral condensate in Fig. 5(c,d) for both half-
integer and integer S, respectively. Also in agree-
ment with our earlier observations on the weak-
coupling regime, in the WKS limit there is very
good quantitative agreement in the quench dy-
namics between half-integer and integer S, as
shown in the dotted black lines for S = 4 in
Fig. 5(a,c) and for S = 7/2 in Fig. 5(b,d). It
is worth noting here the lack of dynamics for the
case of S = 1/2 in Fig. 5(a,c). This is because
in this superselection sector the only allowed con-
figuration at a local constraint defined by Eq. (2)
is ↑ • ↑ in our particle-hole-transformed picture.
In words, this configuration means that at every
local constraint the matter site is occupied and
the electric fields at the adjacent links are both
pointing along the positive z-direction. Any other
configuration will violate Ĝj |En〉 = 2(−1)j |En〉.
As such, the system will always be in this ini-
tial state |ψ0〉 = |. . . ↑ • ↑ • ↑ • ↑ . . .〉, leading to
a zero return rate and a unity chiral condensate
for all times.

We now study the approach to the ther-
modynamic limit through ED calculations in
Fig. 5(e,f), where we find that it depends on the
nature of the link spin length S. When the latter
is half-integer, we find that convergence to the
thermodynamic limit is achieved by small system
sizes of up to L = 12 matter sites up to only rel-
atively short evolution times, see Fig. 5(e). In
the case of integer S, on the other hand, we see
that the same system size faithfully reproduces
the thermodynamic limit up to considerably long
evolution times, see Fig. 5(f).

It is interesting to note that in the WKS and
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5: (Color online). Quench dynamics of the return rate (3a) and chiral condensate (3b) in the spin-S U(1)
quantum link model starting in its ground state at µ = J in the weak-coupling regime with g = 0.1

√
J and quenching

the mass to µ = −J within the gauge superselection sector qtar
j = 2(−1)j . Similarly to our other conclusions thus

far, we find that (a,b) the return rate and (c,d) the chiral condensate rapidly converge to the Wilson–Kogut–Susskind
limit for both (a,c) half-integer and (b,d) integer link spin length S. In the case of S = 1/2 we see no dynamics in
either (a) the return rate or (c) the chiral condensate, and this is because in this superselection sector there is only
one possible state in the case of S = 1/2 (see text). As we have observed previously in the weak-coupling regime,
also here there is very good quantitative agreement between the dynamics of half-integer and integer S, as indicated
by the reference dotted black lines in (a-d), which represent the corresponding dynamics for S = 4 in (a,c) and for
S = 7/2 in (b,d). The approach to the thermodynamic limit of the quench dynamics of the chiral condensate is
shown in (e) for the case of half-integer S and in (f) for the case of integer S, where the latter is much faster,
similarly to the corresponding case of the superselection sector qtar

j = 0.

thermodynamic limits, the quench dynamics of
the return rate and chiral condensate in the weak-
coupling regime within this superselection sec-
tor are in excellent quantitative agreement with
their counterparts in the weak-coupling regime
within the superselection sectors qtar

j = 0 and
qtar

j = (−1)j ; see Figs. 1 and 3. As such, this
confirms our earlier conclusion that in the WKS
and thermodynamic limits the quench dynamics
in the weak-coupling regime are largely indepen-
dent of the target gauge superselection sector.

3.3.2 Strong-coupling regime

We now repeat this quench in the strong-coupling
regime with g = 2

√
J , with the corresponding nu-

merical results shown in Fig. 6. As for all cases

we have considered, we see very rapid conver-
gence to the WKS limit for the small values of
S that we use in both the return rate, shown
in Fig. 6(a,b), and the chiral condensate, shown
in Fig. 6(c,d), for half-integer and integer S, re-
spectively. The case of integer S, like previous
results in the strong-coupling regime, shows ex-
cellent convergence to the WKS limit already at
S = 1. The case of half-integer S also shows fast
convergence, except that the dynamics of the re-
turn rate and chiral condensate both seem to be
relatively trivial, and not just for S = 1/2 where
the corresponding Hilbert subspace is composed
of a single state. The reason for this is that the
initial state at which we start has a very large
overlap with the ground state and a few low-lying
eigenstates of the quench Hamiltonian. As for
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 6: (Color online). Same as Fig. 5 but in the strong-coupling regime g = 2
√
J . As has been the common

conclusion of our results so far, the convergence to the Wilson–Kogut–Susskind limit is quite fast as seen in the
quench dynamics of (a,b) the return rate and (c,d) the chiral condensate for both (a,c) half-integer and (b,d)
integer S. However, as per our previous conclusions in this strong-coupling regime, the Wilson–Kogut–Susskind
limit is converged to much faster for integer S. Also in agreement with previous observations in this regime, there
is significant quantitative difference between the quench dynamics of (a,c) half-integer and (b,d) integer S. The
approach to the thermodynamic limit looks excellent in the quench dynamics of the chiral condensate for (e) half-
integer S at all accessible evolution times, while for (f) integer S the thermodynamic limit is achieved up to quite
long evolution times already for a finite system size of L = 12 matter sites. We note here, however, that the quench
dynamics for the case of half-integer S is somewhat trivial, since the initial state has large overlap with the ground
state of the quench Hamiltonian.

other cases we have considered within the strong-
coupling regime, the quench dynamics of the re-
turn rate and the chiral condensate in the WKS
limit are vastly different between half-integer and
integer S.

Convergence to the thermodynamic limit is ex-
cellent for the case of half-integer S, as shown in
Fig. 6(e) for the chiral condensate, but we again
note that this is in large part due to the trivial
dynamics taking place in this case. For the case
of integer S, which shows nontrivial dynamics,
we find from ED that the thermodynamic limit
is faithfully achieved up to very long evolution
times already at L = 12 matter sites.

3.4 Discussion and summary
Let us now summarize the results presented in
Secs. 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, and put them into context.
Four main conclusions can be drawn from them:

1. TheWKS limit is achieved at relatively small
values of half-integer and integer S . 4 re-
gardless of the target superselection sector
and the electric-field coupling regime.

2. In the strong-coupling limit, the quench dy-
namics with an integer link spin length S
lead to faster convergence to the WKS limit
than the case of half-integer S. We attribute
this to a large g suppressing quantum fluctu-
ations in the case of integer S more severely
than in the half-integer case, because the for-
mer allows for a local electric-field eigenvalue
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: (Color online). Quench dynamics of (a) the
return rate and (b) the chiral condensate in spin-S U(1)
quantum link model (1) starting in its ground state at
µ = J and quenching the mass to µ = −J in the weak-
coupling regime at g = 0.1

√
J within the target sec-

tor qtar
j . Restricting to the Wilson–Kogut–Susskind limit

(S = 7/2 or 4), we see that the quench dynamics are
identical across different choices of the target supers-
election sector for both the return rate and the chiral
condensate, and are independent of whether S is half-
integer or integer.

of 0.

3. This qualitative distinction also affects the
quench dynamics in the strong-coupling
limit, leading to the vastly different behavior
observed for integer and half-integer spin S.

4. In the weak-coupling regime, quantum fluc-
tuations dominate and the physics is no
longer dominated by the (non)existence of
a local zero electric field state. For the
quenches discussed in this work, the WKS
limit is thus effectively the same for half-
integer and integer S, and it does not de-
pend on the choice of target superselection
sector. This conclusion is summarized in
Fig. 7, where the quench dynamics of the re-
turn rate and the chiral condensate in the
WKS limit (S = 7/2 and S = 4) show
great quantitative agreement over all acces-
sible evolution times in iMPS regardless of
the chosen target superselection sector and
independently of whether S is half-integer or
integer. Again, we attribute this to the fact
that at small g quantum fluctuations domi-
nate, washing out the detailed “low-energy”

structure of the link operators.

These conclusions bode well for ongoing QSM ex-
periments on LGTs. Indeed, smaller local Hilbert
spaces of the gauge fields imply fewer degrees of
freedom to be implemented experimentally. Fur-
thermore, our work shows that it does not matter
whether S is half-integer or integer in the weak-
coupling regime, and also that the choice of target
superselection sector is not important. This fur-
ther simplifies implementational requirements.

4 Continuum limit a→ 0
In this section, we explore the possibility to reach
the continuum limit a → 0 for the quench dy-
namics discussed in Sec. 3 using the quantum
link regularization with spin length S sufficiently
large to achieve the WKS limit. In equilib-
rium, it is well-known how the lattice Schwinger
model approaches continuum quantum electrody-
namics (QED) [91, 92], which, due to its super-
renormalizability, enables a relatively simple ex-
trapolation of appropriately rescaled observables
towards a→ 0. While the situation is less clear in
nonequilibrium, our results presented below sug-
gest that it is sufficient to perform a renormaliza-
tion at the initial time t = 0.

To be specific, we focus on the chiral conden-
sate Σ = 〈ψ̄ψ〉 in the following. As discussed,
e.g., in [92], the vacuum expectation value of Σ is
logarithmically divergent in the thermodynamic
limit. In equilibrium, this infrared divergence
can be isolated analytically for any finite lattice
spacing a, providing a regularized chiral conden-
sate Σreg., which in turn can be extrapolated to
a→ 0. Since we start our quench dynamics with
the ground state of

Ĥ

µ
=− 1

2aµ
√
S(S + 1)

L−1∑
j=1

(
σ̂−j ŝ

+
j,j+1σ̂

−
j+1 + H.c.

)
+ 1

2

L∑
j=1

σ̂z
j + (ga)2

2aµ

L−1∑
j=1

(
ŝz

j,j+1
)2
. (4)

with aµ > 0, we apply the same procedure to the
time-evolved chiral condensate extracted from
our simulations. Note that we have set J = 1.

Explicitly, we extract the regularized chiral
condensate as

Σ(t) = g
√
x

[1
2 − n(t)

]
− Σ0, (5)
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Figure 8: Quench dynamics of the regularized (see text)
chiral condensate. The top(bottom) panel shows results
for g/|µ| = 2(1) with thick colored lines (red to blue,
top to bottom) approaching

√
x→∞ for S = 4. Light

grey (solid resp. dashed) lines correspond to smaller spin
lengths (S = 3 resp. 2). The dotted black lines indicate
the expected initial vacuum expectation values of the
chiral condensate [92].

where we defined the dimensionless parameter
x = 1/(ag)2. The divergent contribution is given
by [92]

Σ0 = µ

π
√
ξ
K

(1
ξ

)
, (6a)

ξ = 1 + 1
x

(
µ

g

)2
, (6b)

where K denotes the complete elliptic integral
of the first kind. The resulting dynamics of the
regularized chiral condensate is shown in Fig. 8
for g/|µ| = 2 and 1.

As anticipated, the initial condensate Σreg.(0)
approaches the known [92] vacuum expectation
values as

√
x → ∞. Remarkably, we find fast

convergence of the real-time dynamics for rela-
tively small spins (S ≤ 4). In contrast to the
equilibrium case, this convergence appears to be
faster for smaller values of g/|µ|, at least for the
two values accessible with our numerics. At early
times, our simulations further exhibit a smooth
approach to a continuum limit with increasing√
x. These findings suggest that the nonequilib-

rium dynamics of QED can indeed be probed by
careful extrapolations of the quantum link model,
requiring only a renormalization of the chiral con-

densate at initial time.
For the quench considered here, the chiral con-

densate exhibits a very strong response with a
much larger magnitude and opposite sign than its
initial vacuum expectation value. This behaviour
indicates a strong breaking of chiral symmetry,
which stands in contrast to the smooth chiral
symmetry restoration in QED at (in)finite tem-
perature [92], implying a small value of the chiral
condensate at late times if the system thermal-
izes to some finite temperature. As a possible
explanation, we speculate that the large response
of the chiral condensate at early times is a tran-
sient, truly nonequilibrium phenomenon that dis-
appears at later times, something which could be
tested in a quantum simulation of this model.

It is worth making a comment on numerical
resources here. The main limitation for con-
vergence to the continuum comes from the se-
quence of extrapolations, S → ∞ and x → ∞.
For fixed x, we first have to extrapolate to large
spin lengths S, which leads to a larger local
Hilbert space, and hence to numerically more
costly MPS calculations. Given finite computa-
tional resources, we therefore had to limit our-
selves to relatively small spin lengths S, which in
turn limited the size of accessible x. We empha-
size that due the order of extrapolations, it is not
useful to obtain more data at larger x without
increasing S for obtaining the continuum limit.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we have extended to the far-from-
equilibrium regime our equilibrium study [79] of
the approach of quantum link model regulariza-
tions of lattice gauge theories to their quantum
field theory limit. We have found that in the ther-
modynamic limit, the Wilson–Kogut–Susskind
limit is achieved over all considered parameter
regimes and superselection sectors at relatively
small values of the link spin length S . 4, re-
gardless of whether S is half-integer or integer.

In the weak electric-field coupling regime, the
quench dynamics in the Wilson–Kogut–Susskind
limit are quantitatively almost identical regard-
less of whether S is half-integer or integer, and
are independent of the target superselection sec-
tor. We attribute this to strong quantum fluc-
tuations in the weak-coupling regime (g2 � 1),
which wash out the detailed low-energy struc-
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ture of the link operators. In the strong electric-
field coupling regime, quantum fluctuations are
suppressed, and even though the Wilson–Kogut–
Susskind limit is still very rapidly achieved, and
extremely so for integer S, there is a qualitative
difference in the dynamics depending on whether
S is half-integer or integer. Indeed, in the case
of integer S, the zero-eigenvalue state of the link
operator is dominant at large g2 � 1, leading to
extremely fast convergence to the Wilson–Kogut–
Susskind limit already at S & 1. In the case
of half-integer S, on the other hand, quantum
fluctuations are not as suppressed, and this leads
to qualitative and quantitative differences in the
dynamics with respect to the case of integer S.
In other words, the detailed low-energy structure
of the link operators is revealed in the strong-
coupling regime.

Concerning the approach to the continuum
limit (a → 0), where we have focused on the dy-
namics of the chiral condensate in the qj = 0
sector, our findings demonstrate fast convergence
at early times. In general, however, the situa-
tion dynamically depends on the coupling g/|µ|—
smaller couplings and later times require finer lat-
tices to reach the continuum limit, although rel-
atively small spin lengths appear to be sufficient
for the quenches considered in this work.

Our results are relevant for ongoing quantum
synthetic matter experiments on lattice gauge
theories seeking to achieve the quantum field the-
ory limit. They show that the resources required
to converge to this limit will not scale uncontrol-
lably, and that already small finite values of the
link spin length S . 4 are sufficient for achiev-
ing this limit up to all experimentally relevant
lifetimes in the quench dynamics. These findings
may further guide the design of future quantum
simulation experiments that target the quantum
field theory limit of the present model. An inter-
esting avenue for such future studies is, for ex-
ample, the fate of the chiral condensate in the
long-time limit, which is beyond the reach of our
classical simulations.
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A Particle-hole transformation
In this Appendix, we write down the particle-hole
transformation that leads to Eqs. (1) and (2) in
the main text. We consider the spin-S U(1) QLM
described by the Hamiltonian

Ĥ =− J

2a
√
S(S + 1)

L−1∑
j=1

(
σ̂+

j ŝ
+
j,j+1σ̂

−
j+1 + H.c.

)
+ µ

2

L∑
j=1

(−1)j σ̂z
j + g2a

2

L−1∑
j=1

(
ŝz

j,j+1
)2
, (7)

and whose gauge-symmetry generator is

Ĝj =
σ̂z

j + (−1)j

2 + ŝz
j−1,j − ŝz

j,j+1. (8)

Here, the on-site chiral condensate is

n̂j =
(−1)j σ̂z

j + 1

2 . (9)

Employing the particle-hole transformation

σ̂
z(y)
j → (−1)j σ̂

z(y)
j , (10a)

ŝ
z(y)
j,j+1 → (−1)j+1ŝ

z(y)
j,j+1, (10b)

we get

Ĥ =− J

2a
√
S(S + 1)

L−1∑
j=1

(
σ̂−j ŝ

+
j,j+1σ̂

−
j+1 + H.c.

)
+ µ

2

L∑
j=1

σ̂z
j + g2a

2

L−1∑
j=1

(
ŝz

j,j+1
)2
, (11a)

Ĝj =(−1)j(n̂j + ŝz
j−1,j + ŝz

j,j+1
)
, (11b)

n̂j =
σ̂z

j + 1

2 . (11c)

B Ground-state phase diagram
We now consider the ground-state phase dia-
grams of the spin-7/2 and spin-4 U(1) QLMs,
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Figure 9: (Color online). Ground-state phase diagram of the spin-S U(1) QLM for in (a,b) the weak-coupling and
(c,d) strong-coupling regimes at link spin lengths (a,c) S = 7/2 and (b,d) S = 4. These numerical results are
obtained from iMPS.

shown in Fig. 9, in the various target superse-
lection sectors and electric-field coupling regimes
we have considered. The ground-state simula-
tions are obtained using a mixture of the vari-
ational uniform matrix product state (VUMPS)
algorithm [93] and the infinite-size density matrix
renormalization group (iDMRG) method [94],
which was used to dynamically grow the bond
dimension up to some chosen singular value cut-
off. The gauge symmetry was imposed by “ap-
proximating it” as a global symmetry that works
alternatingly on the even and odd bonds. One
can then choose the symmetry sectors in the vir-
tual space of the underlying matrix product state
in such a way that this approximation becomes
exact, in the sense that the state truly satisfies a
local gauge symmetry.

The underlying phase transition is connected
to the spontaneous breaking of a global Z2 sym-
metry, characterized by the order parameter rep-
resented by the electric flux

E = 1
L

∣∣∣ L∑
j=1

(−1)j 〈ψ0| ŝz
j,j+1 |ψ0〉

∣∣∣, (12)

where |ψ0〉 denotes the ground state of the U(1)
QLMHamiltonian (1) at a given value of the mass
µ. This is plotted in Fig. 9.

Focusing on the case of S = 7/2, we see that
at large µ there has to be Z2 symmetry-breaking
in the superselection sector qj = 0, since in the
limit µ → ∞ the lowest-energy configuration at

every local constraint is either (+1/2)◦(−1/2) or
(−1/2) ◦ (+1/2) at finite g2 > 0, see Fig. 10(a).
In other words, at a local constraint the mat-
ter site will have to be empty and its neigh-
boring electric fields will be eigenstates of ŝz

j,j+1
with opposite eigenvalues ±1/2. On the other
hand, when µ → −∞, the matter site will be
occupied, and therefore the electric fields must
be identical (eigenvalues −1/2) on the adjacent
links, leading to a phase that does not break
charge conjugation (or global Z2) symmetry. The
picture is reversed for qj = (−1)j , since at
µ → ∞ the electric-field eigenvalues must sum
to unity, rendering the Z2-symmetric configura-
tion (+1/2)◦ (+1/2) energetically most favorable
at finite g2 > 0. For µ → −∞, the electric
fields on adjacent links of the occupied matter
site must align in the opposite direction, leading
to a Z2 symmetry-broken phase. For qj = 2(−1)j

at finite g2 > 0, the limit µ → ∞ will result in
(+1/2)◦(+3/2) or (+3/2)◦(+1/2) as the lowest-
energy configurations, both of which correspond
to a Z2 symmetry-broken phase. However, when
µ → −∞, then the lowest-energy configuration
is (+1/2) • (+1/2), which corresponds to the Z2-
symmetric phase. This is exactly what we see in
Fig. 9(a) for the weak-coupling regime, and par-
tially in Fig. 9(c) for the strong-coupling regime.
In contrast to the weak-coupling regime, when
g is large the Z2 symmetry-broken configuration
in the superselection sector qj = 2(−1)j incurs a
larger energy penalty than the Z2-symmetric con-
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qj = 0
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qj = (�1)j
<latexit sha1_base64="i/acFTXwe5zHJ7YlqYXu8EhWIGs=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahHixJFfQiFL14rGA/sI1ls9202242cXcjlNB/4cWDIl79N978N27bHLT1wcDjvRlm5nkRZ0rb9reVWVpeWV3Lruc2Nre2d/K7e3UVxpLQGgl5KJseVpQzQWuaaU6bkaQ48DhteMPrid94olKxUNzpUUTdAPcE8xnB2kj3j53BZfHEOX4YdPIFu2RPgRaJk5ICpKh28l/tbkjigApNOFaq5diRdhMsNSOcjnPtWNEIkyHu0ZahAgdUucn04jE6MkoX+aE0JTSaqr8nEhwoNQo80xlg3Vfz3kT8z2vF2r9wEyaiWFNBZov8mCMdosn7qMskJZqPDMFEMnMrIn0sMdEmpJwJwZl/eZHUyyXntFS+PStUrtI4snAAh1AEB86hAjdQhRoQEPAMr/BmKevFerc+Zq0ZK53Zhz+wPn8A/PqP0A==</latexit>

qj = 2(�1)j
<latexit sha1_base64="EkjnbUKNjOFgMfWuC1fgae+OKsg=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSLUgyWpgl6EohePFewHpLFstpt220027k6EEvozvHhQxKu/xpv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMPD8WXINtf1tLyyura+u5jfzm1vbObmFvv6FloiirUymkavlEM8EjVgcOgrVixUjoC9b0hzcTv/nElOYyuodRzLyQ9CIecErASO5jZ3BVKZ06Jw+DTqFol+0p8CJxMlJEGWqdwle7K2kSsgioIFq7jh2DlxIFnAo2zrcTzWJCh6THXEMjEjLtpdOTx/jYKF0cSGUqAjxVf0+kJNR6FPqmMyTQ1/PeRPzPcxMILr2UR3ECLKKzRUEiMEg8+R93uWIUxMgQQhU3t2LaJ4pQMCnlTQjO/MuLpFEpO2flyt15sXqdxZFDh+gIlZCDLlAV3aIaqiOKJHpGr+jNAuvFerc+Zq1LVjZzgP7A+vwBcGqQDA==</latexit>

µ ! �1
<latexit sha1_base64="Dq3rZjBzn3W06bH8PtZcRkcKBso=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgxbJbBT0WvXisYD+gu5Rsmm1Dk+yazBbK0t/hxYMiXv0x3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhYngBlz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTTVmTxiLWnZAYJrhiTeAgWCfRjMhQsHY4upv57THThsfqESYJCyQZKB5xSsBKgS9TH+ILn6sIJr1yxa26c+BV4uWkgnI0euUvvx/TVDIFVBBjup6bQJARDZwKNi35qWEJoSMyYF1LFZHMBNn86Ck+s0ofR7G2pQDP1d8TGZHGTGRoOyWBoVn2ZuJ/XjeF6CbIuEpSYIouFkWpwBDjWQK4zzWjICaWEKq5vRXTIdGEgs2pZEPwll9eJa1a1bus1h6uKvXbPI4iOkGn6Bx56BrV0T1qoCai6Ak9o1f05oydF+fd+Vi0Fpx85hj9gfP5A+igkjA=</latexit>

µ ! 1
<latexit sha1_base64="V3GEKG3rblWD3q5bcIgln6jsDjY=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8ld0q6LHoxWMF+wHdpWTTbBuaZJdkIiylf8OLB0W8+me8+W9M2z1o64OBx3szzMyLM8EN+P63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bJrWashZNRaq7MTFMcMVawEGwbqYZkbFgnXh8N/M7T0wbnqpHyDMWSTJUPOGUgJPCUNoQ0pCrBPJ+perX/DnwKgkKUkUFmv3KVzhIqZVMARXEmF7gZxBNiAZOBZuWQ2tYRuiYDFnPUUUkM9FkfvMUnztlgJNUu1KA5+rviQmRxuQydp2SwMgsezPxP69nIbmJJlxlFpiii0WJFRhSPAsAD7hmFETuCKGau1sxHRFNKLiYyi6EYPnlVdKu14LLWv3hqtq4LeIooVN0hi5QgK5RA92jJmohijL0jF7Rm2e9F+/d+1i0rnnFzAn6A+/zB3vnkfk=</latexit>

�1

2
<latexit sha1_base64="mE4pJiDLhKj0IETySR3ZDXPyREQ=">AAAB83icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWpRdtbwYvHCvYDmlA22027dLMJuxuhhPwNLx4U8eqf8ea/cdtGqKIPBh7vzTAzz485U9q2P63C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD486qookYR2SMQj2fexopwJ2tFMc9qPJcWhz2nPn97M/d4DlYpF4l7PYuqFeCxYwAjWRnIv3EBikjpZWsuG5YpdtRdAK6TetJ3mFXJypQI52sPyhzuKSBJSoQnHSg0cO9ZeiqVmhNOs5CaKxphM8ZgODBU4pMpLFzdn6MwoIxRE0pTQaKGuTqQ4VGoW+qYzxHqifntz8S9vkOig4aVMxImmgiwXBQlHOkLzANCISUo0nxmCiWTmVkQm2KSgTUwlE8L3p+h/0q1Vnctq7a5eaTXyOIpwAqdwDg5cQwtuoQ0dIBDDIzzDi5VYT9ar9bZsLVj5zDH8gPX+BcuVkYE=</latexit>

�1

2
<latexit sha1_base64="mE4pJiDLhKj0IETySR3ZDXPyREQ=">AAAB83icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWpRdtbwYvHCvYDmlA22027dLMJuxuhhPwNLx4U8eqf8ea/cdtGqKIPBh7vzTAzz485U9q2P63C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD486qookYR2SMQj2fexopwJ2tFMc9qPJcWhz2nPn97M/d4DlYpF4l7PYuqFeCxYwAjWRnIv3EBikjpZWsuG5YpdtRdAK6TetJ3mFXJypQI52sPyhzuKSBJSoQnHSg0cO9ZeiqVmhNOs5CaKxphM8ZgODBU4pMpLFzdn6MwoIxRE0pTQaKGuTqQ4VGoW+qYzxHqifntz8S9vkOig4aVMxImmgiwXBQlHOkLzANCISUo0nxmCiWTmVkQm2KSgTUwlE8L3p+h/0q1Vnctq7a5eaTXyOIpwAqdwDg5cQwtuoQ0dIBDDIzzDi5VYT9ar9bZsLVj5zDH8gPX+BcuVkYE=</latexit>

�1

2
<latexit sha1_base64="mE4pJiDLhKj0IETySR3ZDXPyREQ=">AAAB83icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWpRdtbwYvHCvYDmlA22027dLMJuxuhhPwNLx4U8eqf8ea/cdtGqKIPBh7vzTAzz485U9q2P63C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD486qookYR2SMQj2fexopwJ2tFMc9qPJcWhz2nPn97M/d4DlYpF4l7PYuqFeCxYwAjWRnIv3EBikjpZWsuG5YpdtRdAK6TetJ3mFXJypQI52sPyhzuKSBJSoQnHSg0cO9ZeiqVmhNOs5CaKxphM8ZgODBU4pMpLFzdn6MwoIxRE0pTQaKGuTqQ4VGoW+qYzxHqifntz8S9vkOig4aVMxImmgiwXBQlHOkLzANCISUo0nxmCiWTmVkQm2KSgTUwlE8L3p+h/0q1Vnctq7a5eaTXyOIpwAqdwDg5cQwtuoQ0dIBDDIzzDi5VYT9ar9bZsLVj5zDH8gPX+BcuVkYE=</latexit>

�1

2
<latexit sha1_base64="mE4pJiDLhKj0IETySR3ZDXPyREQ=">AAAB83icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWpRdtbwYvHCvYDmlA22027dLMJuxuhhPwNLx4U8eqf8ea/cdtGqKIPBh7vzTAzz485U9q2P63C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD486qookYR2SMQj2fexopwJ2tFMc9qPJcWhz2nPn97M/d4DlYpF4l7PYuqFeCxYwAjWRnIv3EBikjpZWsuG5YpdtRdAK6TetJ3mFXJypQI52sPyhzuKSBJSoQnHSg0cO9ZeiqVmhNOs5CaKxphM8ZgODBU4pMpLFzdn6MwoIxRE0pTQaKGuTqQ4VGoW+qYzxHqifntz8S9vkOig4aVMxImmgiwXBQlHOkLzANCISUo0nxmCiWTmVkQm2KSgTUwlE8L3p+h/0q1Vnctq7a5eaTXyOIpwAqdwDg5cQwtuoQ0dIBDDIzzDi5VYT9ar9bZsLVj5zDH8gPX+BcuVkYE=</latexit>

+
1

2
<latexit sha1_base64="1bP2VJ7oo1c4gzI1M05pftgV5RY=">AAAB83icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEpSi7a3ghePFewHNKFstpt26WYTdjdCCfkbXjwo4tU/481/47aNUEUfDDzem2Fmnh9zprRtf1qFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41FVRIgntkIhHsu9jRTkTtKOZ5rQfS4pDn9OeP72Z+70HKhWLxL2exdQL8ViwgBGsjeReuIHEJHWytJYNyxW7ai+AVki9aTvNK+TkSgVytIflD3cUkSSkQhOOlRo4dqy9FEvNCKdZyU0UjTGZ4jEdGCpwSJWXLm7O0JlRRiiIpCmh0UJdnUhxqNQs9E1niPVE/fbm4l/eINFBw0uZiBNNBVkuChKOdITmAaARk5RoPjMEE8nMrYhMsElBm5hKJoTvT9H/pFurOpfV2l290mrkcRThBE7hHBy4hhbcQhs6QCCGR3iGFyuxnqxX623ZWrDymWP4Aev9C8h3kX8=</latexit>

+
1

2
<latexit sha1_base64="1bP2VJ7oo1c4gzI1M05pftgV5RY=">AAAB83icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEpSi7a3ghePFewHNKFstpt26WYTdjdCCfkbXjwo4tU/481/47aNUEUfDDzem2Fmnh9zprRtf1qFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41FVRIgntkIhHsu9jRTkTtKOZ5rQfS4pDn9OeP72Z+70HKhWLxL2exdQL8ViwgBGsjeReuIHEJHWytJYNyxW7ai+AVki9aTvNK+TkSgVytIflD3cUkSSkQhOOlRo4dqy9FEvNCKdZyU0UjTGZ4jEdGCpwSJWXLm7O0JlRRiiIpCmh0UJdnUhxqNQs9E1niPVE/fbm4l/eINFBw0uZiBNNBVkuChKOdITmAaARk5RoPjMEE8nMrYhMsElBm5hKJoTvT9H/pFurOpfV2l290mrkcRThBE7hHBy4hhbcQhs6QCCGR3iGFyuxnqxX623ZWrDymWP4Aev9C8h3kX8=</latexit>

+
1

2
<latexit sha1_base64="1bP2VJ7oo1c4gzI1M05pftgV5RY=">AAAB83icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEpSi7a3ghePFewHNKFstpt26WYTdjdCCfkbXjwo4tU/481/47aNUEUfDDzem2Fmnh9zprRtf1qFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41FVRIgntkIhHsu9jRTkTtKOZ5rQfS4pDn9OeP72Z+70HKhWLxL2exdQL8ViwgBGsjeReuIHEJHWytJYNyxW7ai+AVki9aTvNK+TkSgVytIflD3cUkSSkQhOOlRo4dqy9FEvNCKdZyU0UjTGZ4jEdGCpwSJWXLm7O0JlRRiiIpCmh0UJdnUhxqNQs9E1niPVE/fbm4l/eINFBw0uZiBNNBVkuChKOdITmAaARk5RoPjMEE8nMrYhMsElBm5hKJoTvT9H/pFurOpfV2l290mrkcRThBE7hHBy4hhbcQhs6QCCGR3iGFyuxnqxX623ZWrDymWP4Aev9C8h3kX8=</latexit>

+
1

2
<latexit sha1_base64="1bP2VJ7oo1c4gzI1M05pftgV5RY=">AAAB83icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEpSi7a3ghePFewHNKFstpt26WYTdjdCCfkbXjwo4tU/481/47aNUEUfDDzem2Fmnh9zprRtf1qFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41FVRIgntkIhHsu9jRTkTtKOZ5rQfS4pDn9OeP72Z+70HKhWLxL2exdQL8ViwgBGsjeReuIHEJHWytJYNyxW7ai+AVki9aTvNK+TkSgVytIflD3cUkSSkQhOOlRo4dqy9FEvNCKdZyU0UjTGZ4jEdGCpwSJWXLm7O0JlRRiiIpCmh0UJdnUhxqNQs9E1niPVE/fbm4l/eINFBw0uZiBNNBVkuChKOdITmAaARk5RoPjMEE8nMrYhMsElBm5hKJoTvT9H/pFurOpfV2l290mrkcRThBE7hHBy4hhbcQhs6QCCGR3iGFyuxnqxX623ZWrDymWP4Aev9C8h3kX8=</latexit>

�1

2
<latexit sha1_base64="mE4pJiDLhKj0IETySR3ZDXPyREQ=">AAAB83icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWpRdtbwYvHCvYDmlA22027dLMJuxuhhPwNLx4U8eqf8ea/cdtGqKIPBh7vzTAzz485U9q2P63C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD486qookYR2SMQj2fexopwJ2tFMc9qPJcWhz2nPn97M/d4DlYpF4l7PYuqFeCxYwAjWRnIv3EBikjpZWsuG5YpdtRdAK6TetJ3mFXJypQI52sPyhzuKSBJSoQnHSg0cO9ZeiqVmhNOs5CaKxphM8ZgODBU4pMpLFzdn6MwoIxRE0pTQaKGuTqQ4VGoW+qYzxHqifntz8S9vkOig4aVMxImmgiwXBQlHOkLzANCISUo0nxmCiWTmVkQm2KSgTUwlE8L3p+h/0q1Vnctq7a5eaTXyOIpwAqdwDg5cQwtuoQ0dIBDDIzzDi5VYT9ar9bZsLVj5zDH8gPX+BcuVkYE=</latexit>

�1

2
<latexit sha1_base64="mE4pJiDLhKj0IETySR3ZDXPyREQ=">AAAB83icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWpRdtbwYvHCvYDmlA22027dLMJuxuhhPwNLx4U8eqf8ea/cdtGqKIPBh7vzTAzz485U9q2P63C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD486qookYR2SMQj2fexopwJ2tFMc9qPJcWhz2nPn97M/d4DlYpF4l7PYuqFeCxYwAjWRnIv3EBikjpZWsuG5YpdtRdAK6TetJ3mFXJypQI52sPyhzuKSBJSoQnHSg0cO9ZeiqVmhNOs5CaKxphM8ZgODBU4pMpLFzdn6MwoIxRE0pTQaKGuTqQ4VGoW+qYzxHqifntz8S9vkOig4aVMxImmgiwXBQlHOkLzANCISUo0nxmCiWTmVkQm2KSgTUwlE8L3p+h/0q1Vnctq7a5eaTXyOIpwAqdwDg5cQwtuoQ0dIBDDIzzDi5VYT9ar9bZsLVj5zDH8gPX+BcuVkYE=</latexit>

+
1

2
<latexit sha1_base64="1bP2VJ7oo1c4gzI1M05pftgV5RY=">AAAB83icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEpSi7a3ghePFewHNKFstpt26WYTdjdCCfkbXjwo4tU/481/47aNUEUfDDzem2Fmnh9zprRtf1qFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41FVRIgntkIhHsu9jRTkTtKOZ5rQfS4pDn9OeP72Z+70HKhWLxL2exdQL8ViwgBGsjeReuIHEJHWytJYNyxW7ai+AVki9aTvNK+TkSgVytIflD3cUkSSkQhOOlRo4dqy9FEvNCKdZyU0UjTGZ4jEdGCpwSJWXLm7O0JlRRiiIpCmh0UJdnUhxqNQs9E1niPVE/fbm4l/eINFBw0uZiBNNBVkuChKOdITmAaARk5RoPjMEE8nMrYhMsElBm5hKJoTvT9H/pFurOpfV2l290mrkcRThBE7hHBy4hhbcQhs6QCCGR3iGFyuxnqxX623ZWrDymWP4Aev9C8h3kX8=</latexit>

+
1

2
<latexit sha1_base64="1bP2VJ7oo1c4gzI1M05pftgV5RY=">AAAB83icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEpSi7a3ghePFewHNKFstpt26WYTdjdCCfkbXjwo4tU/481/47aNUEUfDDzem2Fmnh9zprRtf1qFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41FVRIgntkIhHsu9jRTkTtKOZ5rQfS4pDn9OeP72Z+70HKhWLxL2exdQL8ViwgBGsjeReuIHEJHWytJYNyxW7ai+AVki9aTvNK+TkSgVytIflD3cUkSSkQhOOlRo4dqy9FEvNCKdZyU0UjTGZ4jEdGCpwSJWXLm7O0JlRRiiIpCmh0UJdnUhxqNQs9E1niPVE/fbm4l/eINFBw0uZiBNNBVkuChKOdITmAaARk5RoPjMEE8nMrYhMsElBm5hKJoTvT9H/pFurOpfV2l290mrkcRThBE7hHBy4hhbcQhs6QCCGR3iGFyuxnqxX623ZWrDymWP4Aev9C8h3kX8=</latexit>

+
1

2
<latexit sha1_base64="1bP2VJ7oo1c4gzI1M05pftgV5RY=">AAAB83icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEpSi7a3ghePFewHNKFstpt26WYTdjdCCfkbXjwo4tU/481/47aNUEUfDDzem2Fmnh9zprRtf1qFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41FVRIgntkIhHsu9jRTkTtKOZ5rQfS4pDn9OeP72Z+70HKhWLxL2exdQL8ViwgBGsjeReuIHEJHWytJYNyxW7ai+AVki9aTvNK+TkSgVytIflD3cUkSSkQhOOlRo4dqy9FEvNCKdZyU0UjTGZ4jEdGCpwSJWXLm7O0JlRRiiIpCmh0UJdnUhxqNQs9E1niPVE/fbm4l/eINFBw0uZiBNNBVkuChKOdITmAaARk5RoPjMEE8nMrYhMsElBm5hKJoTvT9H/pFurOpfV2l290mrkcRThBE7hHBy4hhbcQhs6QCCGR3iGFyuxnqxX623ZWrDymWP4Aev9C8h3kX8=</latexit>

+
1

2
<latexit sha1_base64="1bP2VJ7oo1c4gzI1M05pftgV5RY=">AAAB83icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEpSi7a3ghePFewHNKFstpt26WYTdjdCCfkbXjwo4tU/481/47aNUEUfDDzem2Fmnh9zprRtf1qFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41FVRIgntkIhHsu9jRTkTtKOZ5rQfS4pDn9OeP72Z+70HKhWLxL2exdQL8ViwgBGsjeReuIHEJHWytJYNyxW7ai+AVki9aTvNK+TkSgVytIflD3cUkSSkQhOOlRo4dqy9FEvNCKdZyU0UjTGZ4jEdGCpwSJWXLm7O0JlRRiiIpCmh0UJdnUhxqNQs9E1niPVE/fbm4l/eINFBw0uZiBNNBVkuChKOdITmAaARk5RoPjMEE8nMrYhMsElBm5hKJoTvT9H/pFurOpfV2l290mrkcRThBE7hHBy4hhbcQhs6QCCGR3iGFyuxnqxX623ZWrDymWP4Aev9C8h3kX8=</latexit>

+
1

2
<latexit sha1_base64="1bP2VJ7oo1c4gzI1M05pftgV5RY=">AAAB83icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEpSi7a3ghePFewHNKFstpt26WYTdjdCCfkbXjwo4tU/481/47aNUEUfDDzem2Fmnh9zprRtf1qFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41FVRIgntkIhHsu9jRTkTtKOZ5rQfS4pDn9OeP72Z+70HKhWLxL2exdQL8ViwgBGsjeReuIHEJHWytJYNyxW7ai+AVki9aTvNK+TkSgVytIflD3cUkSSkQhOOlRo4dqy9FEvNCKdZyU0UjTGZ4jEdGCpwSJWXLm7O0JlRRiiIpCmh0UJdnUhxqNQs9E1niPVE/fbm4l/eINFBw0uZiBNNBVkuChKOdITmAaARk5RoPjMEE8nMrYhMsElBm5hKJoTvT9H/pFurOpfV2l290mrkcRThBE7hHBy4hhbcQhs6QCCGR3iGFyuxnqxX623ZWrDymWP4Aev9C8h3kX8=</latexit>

+
1

2
<latexit sha1_base64="1bP2VJ7oo1c4gzI1M05pftgV5RY=">AAAB83icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEpSi7a3ghePFewHNKFstpt26WYTdjdCCfkbXjwo4tU/481/47aNUEUfDDzem2Fmnh9zprRtf1qFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41FVRIgntkIhHsu9jRTkTtKOZ5rQfS4pDn9OeP72Z+70HKhWLxL2exdQL8ViwgBGsjeReuIHEJHWytJYNyxW7ai+AVki9aTvNK+TkSgVytIflD3cUkSSkQhOOlRo4dqy9FEvNCKdZyU0UjTGZ4jEdGCpwSJWXLm7O0JlRRiiIpCmh0UJdnUhxqNQs9E1niPVE/fbm4l/eINFBw0uZiBNNBVkuChKOdITmAaARk5RoPjMEE8nMrYhMsElBm5hKJoTvT9H/pFurOpfV2l290mrkcRThBE7hHBy4hhbcQhs6QCCGR3iGFyuxnqxX623ZWrDymWP4Aev9C8h3kX8=</latexit>

+
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2
<latexit sha1_base64="6y59frJNEviFKaKqojImasHYeaQ=">AAAB83icdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQknaou2t4MVjBfsBTSib7aZdutmE3Y1QQv6GFw+KePXPePPfuG0jVNEHA4/3ZpiZ58ecKW3bn9ba+sbm1nZhp7i7t39wWDo67qookYR2SMQj2fexopwJ2tFMc9qPJcWhz2nPn97M/d4DlYpF4l7PYuqFeCxYwAjWRnIv3UBiktaytJoNS2W7Yi+AVki9aTvNK+TkShlytIelD3cUkSSkQhOOlRo4dqy9FEvNCKdZ0U0UjTGZ4jEdGCpwSJWXLm7O0LlRRiiIpCmh0UJdnUhxqNQs9E1niPVE/fbm4l/eINFBw0uZiBNNBVkuChKOdITmAaARk5RoPjMEE8nMrYhMsElBm5iKJoTvT9H/pFutOLVK9a5ebjXyOApwCmdwAQ5cQwtuoQ0dIBDDIzzDi5VYT9ar9bZsXbPymRP4Aev9C8uHkYE=</latexit>

+
3

2
<latexit sha1_base64="6y59frJNEviFKaKqojImasHYeaQ=">AAAB83icdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQknaou2t4MVjBfsBTSib7aZdutmE3Y1QQv6GFw+KePXPePPfuG0jVNEHA4/3ZpiZ58ecKW3bn9ba+sbm1nZhp7i7t39wWDo67qookYR2SMQj2fexopwJ2tFMc9qPJcWhz2nPn97M/d4DlYpF4l7PYuqFeCxYwAjWRnIv3UBiktaytJoNS2W7Yi+AVki9aTvNK+TkShlytIelD3cUkSSkQhOOlRo4dqy9FEvNCKdZ0U0UjTGZ4jEdGCpwSJWXLm7O0LlRRiiIpCmh0UJdnUhxqNQs9E1niPVE/fbm4l/eINFBw0uZiBNNBVkuChKOdITmAaARk5RoPjMEE8nMrYhMsElBm5iKJoTvT9H/pFutOLVK9a5ebjXyOApwCmdwAQ5cQwtuoQ0dIBDDIzzDi5VYT9ar9bZsXbPymRP4Aev9C8uHkYE=</latexit>

(a) S =
7

2
<latexit sha1_base64="jU//Vvr1hzGNErUIzlH+T5V1Ybc=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKezGYJKDEPDiMaJ5QLKE2clsMmR2dp2ZDYRlv8OLB0W8+jHe/BsnDyGKFjQUVd10d3kRZ0rb9qeVWVvf2NzKbud2dvf2D/KHRy0VxpLQJgl5KDseVpQzQZuaaU47kaQ48Dhte+Prmd+eUKlYKO71NKJugIeC+YxgbST37qrnS0ySSpqU0n6+YBftOdAKKddsp3aJnKVSgCUa/fxHbxCSOKBCE46V6jp2pN0ES80Ip2muFysaYTLGQ9o1VOCAKjeZH52iM6MMkB9KU0Kjubo6keBAqWngmc4A65H67c3Ev7xurP2qmzARxZoKsljkxxzpEM0SQAMmKdF8aggmkplbERlhk4I2OeVMCN+fov9Jq1R0Loql23KhXl3GkYUTOIVzcKACdbiBBjSBwAM8wjO8WBPryXq13hatGWs5cww/YL1/AZRukfQ=</latexit>

qj = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="atWFTdfxLch8us9Wk3wbMajXMys=">AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexWQS9C0YvHCm5baJeSTbNtbDa7JlmhLP0NXjwo4tUf5M1/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXpAIro3jfKPCyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aOo4VZR5NBaxagdEM8El8ww3grUTxUgUCNYKRjdTv/XElOaxvDfjhPkRGUgeckqMlbzH3sOV0ytXnKozA14mbk4qkKPRK391+zFNIyYNFUTrjuskxs+IMpwKNil1U80SQkdkwDqWShIx7WezYyf4xCp9HMbKljR4pv6eyEik9TgKbGdEzFAvelPxP6+TmvDSz7hMUsMknS8KU4FNjKef4z5XjBoxtoRQxe2tmA6JItTYfEo2BHfx5WXSrFXds2rt7rxSv87jKMIRHMMpuHABdbiFBnhAgcMzvMIbkugFvaOPeWsB5TOH8Afo8wdKfo5X</latexit>

qj = (�1)j
<latexit sha1_base64="i/acFTXwe5zHJ7YlqYXu8EhWIGs=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahHixJFfQiFL14rGA/sI1ls9202242cXcjlNB/4cWDIl79N978N27bHLT1wcDjvRlm5nkRZ0rb9reVWVpeWV3Lruc2Nre2d/K7e3UVxpLQGgl5KJseVpQzQWuaaU6bkaQ48DhteMPrid94olKxUNzpUUTdAPcE8xnB2kj3j53BZfHEOX4YdPIFu2RPgRaJk5ICpKh28l/tbkjigApNOFaq5diRdhMsNSOcjnPtWNEIkyHu0ZahAgdUucn04jE6MkoX+aE0JTSaqr8nEhwoNQo80xlg3Vfz3kT8z2vF2r9wEyaiWFNBZov8mCMdosn7qMskJZqPDMFEMnMrIn0sMdEmpJwJwZl/eZHUyyXntFS+PStUrtI4snAAh1AEB86hAjdQhRoQEPAMr/BmKevFerc+Zq0ZK53Zhz+wPn8A/PqP0A==</latexit>

qj = 2(�1)j
<latexit sha1_base64="EkjnbUKNjOFgMfWuC1fgae+OKsg=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSLUgyWpgl6EohePFewHpLFstpt220027k6EEvozvHhQxKu/xpv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMPD8WXINtf1tLyyura+u5jfzm1vbObmFvv6FloiirUymkavlEM8EjVgcOgrVixUjoC9b0hzcTv/nElOYyuodRzLyQ9CIecErASO5jZ3BVKZ06Jw+DTqFol+0p8CJxMlJEGWqdwle7K2kSsgioIFq7jh2DlxIFnAo2zrcTzWJCh6THXEMjEjLtpdOTx/jYKF0cSGUqAjxVf0+kJNR6FPqmMyTQ1/PeRPzPcxMILr2UR3ECLKKzRUEiMEg8+R93uWIUxMgQQhU3t2LaJ4pQMCnlTQjO/MuLpFEpO2flyt15sXqdxZFDh+gIlZCDLlAV3aIaqiOKJHpGr+jNAuvFerc+Zq1LVjZzgP7A+vwBcGqQDA==</latexit>

µ ! �1
<latexit sha1_base64="Dq3rZjBzn3W06bH8PtZcRkcKBso=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgxbJbBT0WvXisYD+gu5Rsmm1Dk+yazBbK0t/hxYMiXv0x3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhYngBlz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTTVmTxiLWnZAYJrhiTeAgWCfRjMhQsHY4upv57THThsfqESYJCyQZKB5xSsBKgS9TH+ILn6sIJr1yxa26c+BV4uWkgnI0euUvvx/TVDIFVBBjup6bQJARDZwKNi35qWEJoSMyYF1LFZHMBNn86Ck+s0ofR7G2pQDP1d8TGZHGTGRoOyWBoVn2ZuJ/XjeF6CbIuEpSYIouFkWpwBDjWQK4zzWjICaWEKq5vRXTIdGEgs2pZEPwll9eJa1a1bus1h6uKvXbPI4iOkGn6Bx56BrV0T1qoCai6Ak9o1f05oydF+fd+Vi0Fpx85hj9gfP5A+igkjA=</latexit>

µ ! 1
<latexit sha1_base64="V3GEKG3rblWD3q5bcIgln6jsDjY=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8ld0q6LHoxWMF+wHdpWTTbBuaZJdkIiylf8OLB0W8+me8+W9M2z1o64OBx3szzMyLM8EN+P63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bJrWashZNRaq7MTFMcMVawEGwbqYZkbFgnXh8N/M7T0wbnqpHyDMWSTJUPOGUgJPCUNoQ0pCrBPJ+perX/DnwKgkKUkUFmv3KVzhIqZVMARXEmF7gZxBNiAZOBZuWQ2tYRuiYDFnPUUUkM9FkfvMUnztlgJNUu1KA5+rviQmRxuQydp2SwMgsezPxP69nIbmJJlxlFpiii0WJFRhSPAsAD7hmFETuCKGau1sxHRFNKLiYyi6EYPnlVdKu14LLWv3hqtq4LeIooVN0hi5QgK5RA92jJmohijL0jF7Rm2e9F+/d+1i0rnnFzAn6A+/zB3vnkfk=</latexit>

(b) S = 4
<latexit sha1_base64="+286LSRT26T2rTx6NQYentdfVYo=">AAAB6nicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lq0PYgFLx4rNR+QBvKZrtpl242YXcjlNCf4MWDIl79Rd78N27bCFX0wcDjvRlm5vkxZ0rb9qeVW1vf2NzKbxd2dvf2D4qHR20VJZLQFol4JLs+VpQzQVuaaU67saQ49Dnt+JObud95oFKxSNzraUy9EI8ECxjB2kjN5rU7KJbssr0AWiFuzXZql8jJlBJkaAyKH/1hRJKQCk04Vqrn2LH2Uiw1I5zOCv1E0RiTCR7RnqECh1R56eLUGTozyhAFkTQlNFqoqxMpDpWahr7pDLEeq9/eXPzL6yU6qHopE3GiqSDLRUHCkY7Q/G80ZJISzaeGYCKZuRWRMZaYaJNOwYTw/Sn6n7QrZeeiXLlzS/VqFkceTuAUzsGBK6jDLTSgBQRG8AjP8GJx68l6td6WrTkrmzmGH7DevwDLX41z</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="cqT2r938C8qtx80Sy16h5ca0P2Y=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0Y1Fwk4MVjAuYByRJmJ73JmNkHM7NCWPIFXjwo4tVP8ubfOElWiKIFDUVVN91dXiy40rb9aa2srq1vbOa28ts7u3v7hYPDlooSybDJIhHJjkcVCh5iU3MtsBNLpIEnsO2Nb2Z++wGl4lF4pycxugEdhtznjGojNex+oWiX7DnIEqlUbad6QZxMKUKGer/w0RtELAkw1ExQpbqOHWs3pVJzJnCa7yUKY8rGdIhdQ0MaoHLT+aFTcmqUAfEjaSrUZK4uT6Q0UGoSeKYzoHqkfnsz8S+vm2j/yk15GCcaQ7ZY5CeC6IjMviYDLpFpMTGEMsnNrYSNqKRMm2zyJoTvT8n/pFUuOeelcqNSrF1nceTgGE7gDBy4hBrcQh2awADhEZ7hxbq3nqxX623RumJlM0fwA9b7F6IhjNE=</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="cqT2r938C8qtx80Sy16h5ca0P2Y=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0Y1Fwk4MVjAuYByRJmJ73JmNkHM7NCWPIFXjwo4tVP8ubfOElWiKIFDUVVN91dXiy40rb9aa2srq1vbOa28ts7u3v7hYPDlooSybDJIhHJjkcVCh5iU3MtsBNLpIEnsO2Nb2Z++wGl4lF4pycxugEdhtznjGojNex+oWiX7DnIEqlUbad6QZxMKUKGer/w0RtELAkw1ExQpbqOHWs3pVJzJnCa7yUKY8rGdIhdQ0MaoHLT+aFTcmqUAfEjaSrUZK4uT6Q0UGoSeKYzoHqkfnsz8S+vm2j/yk15GCcaQ7ZY5CeC6IjMviYDLpFpMTGEMsnNrYSNqKRMm2zyJoTvT8n/pFUuOeelcqNSrF1nceTgGE7gDBy4hBrcQh2awADhEZ7hxbq3nqxX623RumJlM0fwA9b7F6IhjNE=</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="cqT2r938C8qtx80Sy16h5ca0P2Y=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0Y1Fwk4MVjAuYByRJmJ73JmNkHM7NCWPIFXjwo4tVP8ubfOElWiKIFDUVVN91dXiy40rb9aa2srq1vbOa28ts7u3v7hYPDlooSybDJIhHJjkcVCh5iU3MtsBNLpIEnsO2Nb2Z++wGl4lF4pycxugEdhtznjGojNex+oWiX7DnIEqlUbad6QZxMKUKGer/w0RtELAkw1ExQpbqOHWs3pVJzJnCa7yUKY8rGdIhdQ0MaoHLT+aFTcmqUAfEjaSrUZK4uT6Q0UGoSeKYzoHqkfnsz8S+vm2j/yk15GCcaQ7ZY5CeC6IjMviYDLpFpMTGEMsnNrYSNqKRMm2zyJoTvT8n/pFUuOeelcqNSrF1nceTgGE7gDBy4hBrcQh2awADhEZ7hxbq3nqxX623RumJlM0fwA9b7F6IhjNE=</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="cqT2r938C8qtx80Sy16h5ca0P2Y=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0Y1Fwk4MVjAuYByRJmJ73JmNkHM7NCWPIFXjwo4tVP8ubfOElWiKIFDUVVN91dXiy40rb9aa2srq1vbOa28ts7u3v7hYPDlooSybDJIhHJjkcVCh5iU3MtsBNLpIEnsO2Nb2Z++wGl4lF4pycxugEdhtznjGojNex+oWiX7DnIEqlUbad6QZxMKUKGer/w0RtELAkw1ExQpbqOHWs3pVJzJnCa7yUKY8rGdIhdQ0MaoHLT+aFTcmqUAfEjaSrUZK4uT6Q0UGoSeKYzoHqkfnsz8S+vm2j/yk15GCcaQ7ZY5CeC6IjMviYDLpFpMTGEMsnNrYSNqKRMm2zyJoTvT8n/pFUuOeelcqNSrF1nceTgGE7gDBy4hBrcQh2awADhEZ7hxbq3nqxX623RumJlM0fwA9b7F6IhjNE=</latexit>

�1
<latexit sha1_base64="u03/PNAQqSzgmGEngUY+G8pmwR0=">AAAB6XicdVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgxbJbi9qLFLx4rGJroV1KNs22odnskmSFsvQfePGgiFf/kTf/jWm7QhV9MPB4b4aZeX4suDaO84lyS8srq2v59cLG5tb2TnF3r6WjRFHWpJGIVNsnmgkuWdNwI1g7VoyEvmD3/uhq6t8/MKV5JO/MOGZeSAaSB5wSY6XbE7dXLDllZwa8QKo1x62dYTdTSpCh0St+dPsRTUImDRVE647rxMZLiTKcCjYpdBPNYkJHZMA6lkoSMu2ls0sn+MgqfRxEypY0eKYuTqQk1Hoc+rYzJGaof3tT8S+vk5jgwku5jBPDJJ0vChKBTYSnb+M+V4waMbaEUMXtrZgOiSLU2HAKNoTvT/H/pFUpu6flyk21VL/M4sjDARzCMbhwDnW4hgY0gUIAj/AML2iEntArepu35lA2sw8/gN6/AAz5jQk=</latexit>

�1
<latexit sha1_base64="u03/PNAQqSzgmGEngUY+G8pmwR0=">AAAB6XicdVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgxbJbi9qLFLx4rGJroV1KNs22odnskmSFsvQfePGgiFf/kTf/jWm7QhV9MPB4b4aZeX4suDaO84lyS8srq2v59cLG5tb2TnF3r6WjRFHWpJGIVNsnmgkuWdNwI1g7VoyEvmD3/uhq6t8/MKV5JO/MOGZeSAaSB5wSY6XbE7dXLDllZwa8QKo1x62dYTdTSpCh0St+dPsRTUImDRVE647rxMZLiTKcCjYpdBPNYkJHZMA6lkoSMu2ls0sn+MgqfRxEypY0eKYuTqQk1Hoc+rYzJGaof3tT8S+vk5jgwku5jBPDJJ0vChKBTYSnb+M+V4waMbaEUMXtrZgOiSLU2HAKNoTvT/H/pFUpu6flyk21VL/M4sjDARzCMbhwDnW4hgY0gUIAj/AML2iEntArepu35lA2sw8/gN6/AAz5jQk=</latexit>

+1
<latexit sha1_base64="O6Fa/3mTKmhmfo2Wwg3lAXxt/lY=">AAAB6XicdVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIsgCGW3FrUXKXjxWMXWQruUbJptQ7PZJckKZek/8OJBEa/+I2/+G9N2hSr6YODx3gwz8/xYcG0c5xPllpZXVtfy64WNza3tneLuXktHiaKsSSMRqbZPNBNcsqbhRrB2rBgJfcHu/dHV1L9/YErzSN6Zccy8kAwkDzglxkq3J26vWHLKzgx4gVRrjls7w26mlCBDo1f86PYjmoRMGiqI1h3XiY2XEmU4FWxS6CaaxYSOyIB1LJUkZNpLZ5dO8JFV+jiIlC1p8ExdnEhJqPU49G1nSMxQ//am4l9eJzHBhZdyGSeGSTpfFCQCmwhP38Z9rhg1YmwJoYrbWzEdEkWoseEUbAjfn+L/SatSdk/LlZtqqX6ZxZGHAziEY3DhHOpwDQ1oAoUAHuEZXtAIPaFX9DZvzaFsZh9+AL1/AQnvjQc=</latexit>

+1
<latexit sha1_base64="O6Fa/3mTKmhmfo2Wwg3lAXxt/lY=">AAAB6XicdVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIsgCGW3FrUXKXjxWMXWQruUbJptQ7PZJckKZek/8OJBEa/+I2/+G9N2hSr6YODx3gwz8/xYcG0c5xPllpZXVtfy64WNza3tneLuXktHiaKsSSMRqbZPNBNcsqbhRrB2rBgJfcHu/dHV1L9/YErzSN6Zccy8kAwkDzglxkq3J26vWHLKzgx4gVRrjls7w26mlCBDo1f86PYjmoRMGiqI1h3XiY2XEmU4FWxS6CaaxYSOyIB1LJUkZNpLZ5dO8JFV+jiIlC1p8ExdnEhJqPU49G1nSMxQ//am4l9eJzHBhZdyGSeGSTpfFCQCmwhP38Z9rhg1YmwJoYrbWzEdEkWoseEUbAjfn+L/SatSdk/LlZtqqX6ZxZGHAziEY3DhHOpwDQ1oAoUAHuEZXtAIPaFX9DZvzaFsZh9+AL1/AQnvjQc=</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="cqT2r938C8qtx80Sy16h5ca0P2Y=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0Y1Fwk4MVjAuYByRJmJ73JmNkHM7NCWPIFXjwo4tVP8ubfOElWiKIFDUVVN91dXiy40rb9aa2srq1vbOa28ts7u3v7hYPDlooSybDJIhHJjkcVCh5iU3MtsBNLpIEnsO2Nb2Z++wGl4lF4pycxugEdhtznjGojNex+oWiX7DnIEqlUbad6QZxMKUKGer/w0RtELAkw1ExQpbqOHWs3pVJzJnCa7yUKY8rGdIhdQ0MaoHLT+aFTcmqUAfEjaSrUZK4uT6Q0UGoSeKYzoHqkfnsz8S+vm2j/yk15GCcaQ7ZY5CeC6IjMviYDLpFpMTGEMsnNrYSNqKRMm2zyJoTvT8n/pFUuOeelcqNSrF1nceTgGE7gDBy4hBrcQh2awADhEZ7hxbq3nqxX623RumJlM0fwA9b7F6IhjNE=</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="cqT2r938C8qtx80Sy16h5ca0P2Y=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0Y1Fwk4MVjAuYByRJmJ73JmNkHM7NCWPIFXjwo4tVP8ubfOElWiKIFDUVVN91dXiy40rb9aa2srq1vbOa28ts7u3v7hYPDlooSybDJIhHJjkcVCh5iU3MtsBNLpIEnsO2Nb2Z++wGl4lF4pycxugEdhtznjGojNex+oWiX7DnIEqlUbad6QZxMKUKGer/w0RtELAkw1ExQpbqOHWs3pVJzJnCa7yUKY8rGdIhdQ0MaoHLT+aFTcmqUAfEjaSrUZK4uT6Q0UGoSeKYzoHqkfnsz8S+vm2j/yk15GCcaQ7ZY5CeC6IjMviYDLpFpMTGEMsnNrYSNqKRMm2zyJoTvT8n/pFUuOeelcqNSrF1nceTgGE7gDBy4hBrcQh2awADhEZ7hxbq3nqxX623RumJlM0fwA9b7F6IhjNE=</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="cqT2r938C8qtx80Sy16h5ca0P2Y=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0Y1Fwk4MVjAuYByRJmJ73JmNkHM7NCWPIFXjwo4tVP8ubfOElWiKIFDUVVN91dXiy40rb9aa2srq1vbOa28ts7u3v7hYPDlooSybDJIhHJjkcVCh5iU3MtsBNLpIEnsO2Nb2Z++wGl4lF4pycxugEdhtznjGojNex+oWiX7DnIEqlUbad6QZxMKUKGer/w0RtELAkw1ExQpbqOHWs3pVJzJnCa7yUKY8rGdIhdQ0MaoHLT+aFTcmqUAfEjaSrUZK4uT6Q0UGoSeKYzoHqkfnsz8S+vm2j/yk15GCcaQ7ZY5CeC6IjMviYDLpFpMTGEMsnNrYSNqKRMm2zyJoTvT8n/pFUuOeelcqNSrF1nceTgGE7gDBy4hBrcQh2awADhEZ7hxbq3nqxX623RumJlM0fwA9b7F6IhjNE=</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="cqT2r938C8qtx80Sy16h5ca0P2Y=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0Y1Fwk4MVjAuYByRJmJ73JmNkHM7NCWPIFXjwo4tVP8ubfOElWiKIFDUVVN91dXiy40rb9aa2srq1vbOa28ts7u3v7hYPDlooSybDJIhHJjkcVCh5iU3MtsBNLpIEnsO2Nb2Z++wGl4lF4pycxugEdhtznjGojNex+oWiX7DnIEqlUbad6QZxMKUKGer/w0RtELAkw1ExQpbqOHWs3pVJzJnCa7yUKY8rGdIhdQ0MaoHLT+aFTcmqUAfEjaSrUZK4uT6Q0UGoSeKYzoHqkfnsz8S+vm2j/yk15GCcaQ7ZY5CeC6IjMviYDLpFpMTGEMsnNrYSNqKRMm2zyJoTvT8n/pFUuOeelcqNSrF1nceTgGE7gDBy4hBrcQh2awADhEZ7hxbq3nqxX623RumJlM0fwA9b7F6IhjNE=</latexit>

+1
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Figure 10: (Color online). Lowest-energy configurations
of the local constraint at µ→ ±∞ and a finite electric-
field coupling strength g for (a) S = 7/2 and (b) S = 4.
Recalling that a local constraint consists of a link-site-
link configuration on the lattice, we will indicate the mat-
ter occupation on the site with a circle, where a white
circle indicates an empty site, and a red circle indicates
an occupied one. The numbers on either side of the
circle indicate the eigenvalues mz ∈ {−S, . . . , S} of the
electric-field operators on the adjacent links. These con-
figurations represent the matter and electric-field con-
figurations allowed by Gauss’s law in the computational
basis.

figurations due to the term ∝ g2∑
j

(
ŝz

j,j+1
)2 in

Eq. (1). This results in shifting the critical point
to the right and extending the Z2-symmetric
phase, such that in the considered mass regime
only the Z2-symmetric phase is seen in Fig. 9(c).

For the case of S = 4 at finite g2 > 0, we
find that in the superselection sector qj = 0 at
µ → −∞ the lowest-energy configurations are
(0) • (−1) and (−1) • (0), both of which are Z2
symmetry-broken, while at µ → ∞ the lowest-
energy configuration is (0) ◦ (0), which is Z2-
symmetric, see Fig. 10(b). At large g, the Z2
symmetry-broken state will be penalized while
the Z2-symmetric state will not, which explains
why going from the weak-coupling to the strong-
coupling regime in Fig. 9(b,d), we see how only
the Z2-symmetric phase remains in the mass
regime we consider. In the superselection sector

qj = (−1)j at finite g2 > 0, the lowest-energy
configuration at µ → −∞ is (0) • (0), which
is Z2-symmetric, while at µ → ∞ the lowest-
energy configurations are (1) ◦ (0) and (0) ◦ (1),
both of which are Z2 symmetry-broken. Once
again, the Z2 symmetry-broken states will be pe-
nalized at large g but not the Z2-symmetric state,
leading to only the Z2-symmetric phase remain-
ing in the mass regime we consider in Fig. 9(d).
In the superselection sector qj = 2(−1)j at fi-
nite g2 > 0, the lowest-energy configurations at
µ→ −∞ are (1)• (0) and (0)• (1), both of which
are Z2 symmetry-broken, while the lowest-energy
configuration at µ→∞ is (1) ◦ (1), which is Z2-
symmetric. In this case, a large value of g will
penalize the Z2-symmetric state more than its
Z2 symmetry-broken counterpart, which is why
the Z2 symmetry-broken phase is extended going
from the weak-coupling regime in Fig. 9(b) to the
strong-coupling regime in Fig. 9(d).

It is interesting to note here that the superse-
lection sectors qj = 0 and qj = (−1)j are related
by the particle-hole transformation

n̂j → 1− n̂j , (13a)
ŝz

j,j+1 → −ŝz
j,j+1, (13b)

and this is why the phase diagrams for these two
sectors are mirror-symmetric to each other with
respect to µ = 0 in Fig. 9. In terms of quench
dynamics, this means that quenching the mass
from µi to µf in the superselection sector qj = 0
is equivalent to quenching the mass from −µi to
−µf in the superselection sector qj = (−1)j , and
vice versa.

Relating Fig. 9 to our results on quench dynam-
ics in Sec. 3, we can make several observations.
We have remarked that at strong electric-field
coupling, the convergence to the WKS limit is ex-
tremely fast for integer S, where S = 1 is already
sufficient to achieve this limit, see Figs. 2(b,d)
and 4(b,d) for the target superselection sectors
qj = 0 and qj = (−1)j , respectively. Look-
ing at Fig. 9(d), we see that in these sectors
the considered quench takes place only within
the Z2-symmetric phase. This further supports
our explanation that quantum fluctuations are
strongly suppressed in this case. Note how the
same quench for half-integer S crosses the corre-
sponding phase transition point.

We have also remarked that the quench dynam-
ics in the WKS and thermodynamic limits in the
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superselection sector qj = 2(−1)j is trivial in the
case of half-integer S. Looking at Fig. 9(c), we see
that this quench occurs within the Z2-symmetric
phase of the corresponding phase diagram. This
is not surprising, since we have checked in ED
that the initial state we start in at µ = J has
large overlap with the ground state of Eq. (1) at
µ = −J . This leads to very slow and trivial dy-
namics during the evolution times we can access
in iMPS.
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